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By Pierre CHRISTIN. Illustrated by Jean-Claude Mézières

CINEBOOK: The 9th Art Publisher, 2012. Soft cover. Condition: New. 48pp Suitable for: 15+ years. [In
stock in Australia now, for immediate delivery]- Valerian and Laureline are torn between their duty
as Galaxity agents and doing the right thing. Technorog is a planet essential to the economy of the
Terran empire. For 200 years, it has been a centre of industry, research and agriculture. Suddenly,
the indigenous population - believed long extinct - comes back to the planet they know as Alflolol.
Earth's laws are strict: They must be allowed back on their ancestral grounds. But when Valerian
and Laureline are assigned to facilitate their 'reinsertion', they see the difference between the letter
of the law and its spirit . A legendary and highly influential series finally translated in its entirety. Key
Points: *A series emblematic of French science fiction *A strong influence on science-fiction films -
among others, The Fifth Element and Star Wars *An imaginative and colourful series, with lovable
and complex characters - Valerian, an action anti-hero, and Laureline, an early incarnation of the
strong, take-charge female 'Kids will love it. Adults will love it. If you've never read Valerian, then
here's your chance - and you'll...
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is the finest job by any publisher. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony
at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you question me).
-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d

The book is fantastic and great. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply right a er i finished
reading through this book by which really changed me, change the way i think.
-- Adolfo Lindg r en-- Adolfo Lindg r en
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